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方法を基に分類を行い、Krebs の 2 種類をさらに細分化し、タイプ A1、A2、A3 とタイプ







 次に、1840 年以前のピアノ独奏曲全 26 曲に対して、分類された 5 つのタイプがどのよ
うに分布しているのかを分析表で示した。その結果、変則的な記譜の用法の違いから、対
象曲を 3 つの時期に区分した。複数の時期にまたがって作曲されたピアノ・ソナタ第 2 番
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作品 22と《幻想曲》作品 17の 2曲を除き、第 1期（1829年から 1832年 2月）には 3曲、
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Robert Schumann’s anomalous notation  






The object of this study was to clarify the anomalous notation and its usage as it 
appears in R. Schumann’s (1810–1856) piano solo works, composed before 1840 and up 
to Op.32. To achieve this objective, I classified the anomalous notation and clarified 
their relationships with their music structure or dates of composition. 
Schumann’s piano solo works have specific rhythms and metrical structures, and 
these are widely regarded as one of the most characteristic features of his music. 
Nevertheless, it was difficult to clarify the real state of the complicated construction.  
M. Johnson’s study is a major one in this genre. In this study, he classifies all of 
Schumann’s instrumental works based on metrical anomalies. Although he achieved a 
simple organization of metrical anomalies and dealt with many works, the research 
made performers feel that the research was somehow not related to the performer’s 
perspective. H. Krebs’ study, which traces the process of revising metrical dissonance 
with autographs, is also the same genre. This analytical approach to metrical 
dissonance is quite effective even though the signature material to search the process is 
limited. However, these two studies have still not suggested practical and precise ideas. 
Based on these studies―the anomalies of rhythm and metric structure in Schumann’s 
piano solo works stem from “the anomalous notation”―first, I classified them to embody 
its real state. Based on Krebs’ analysis, I subdivided the notations into five groups 
instead of the 2 that he posited: type A1, A2, A3, and type B1 as well as B2. I defined 
type A as the notation in which the cardinality of one or more parts differs from the 
cardinality of the notated measure. Type B I defined as the notation in which the 
beginning point of the grouping of all parts or one part and the written down rhythm 
are in dissonance even when the cardinality of all parts and the written measure are 
consonant. In addition, I showed some typical passages from the works to simplify 
analyzing and classifying methodology. I also reported my consideration on the musical 
meaning given by the anomalous notation since this is necessary to interpret anomalous 
notation as well as a performers’ physical sense. 
Second, I distributed these five types across 26 piano solo works, composed before 
1840 and up to Op.32, into a table. From the table, I divided these works into three 
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periods according to the difference of usage of the anomalous notation. Excluding two 
works, piano sonata No.2 Op.22 and Fantasie Op.17, which were composed in some 
periods each, Schumann composed three works in the first period (from 1829 to 
February in 1832), nine works in the second period (from April in 1832 to 1836) and 12 
works in the third period (from 1837 to 1840). In terms of the types of pieces, I found the 
characters of each period viewing the chronological change of two types which every 
period has, “character pieces” and “works with sonata form.”  
 The fact that anomalous notation appears in the first period suggests that 
Schumann seems to have been interested in anomalous notation since he started 
composing. However, it appears very rarely and in a short part like some bars in his 
works at that time. The relationship with music structure not recognized in character 
pieces, it was used in transitional or developmental parts in the sonata form. 
Anomalous notations are not only used much more regularly but also last longer in 
the second period. Accordingly, there are new usages to apply the anomalous notation to 
music structure, using the same type of the anomalous notation through the piece in 
small character pieces, or putting the anomalous notation even in the theme of the 
sonata form.  
In the third period, the usage of anomalous notation is more controlled than in the 
second period, while the works inherit the character of the anomalous notations from 
the second period. In character pieces, type A1 and A2 are kept throughout the piece 
and the anomalous notation is created, keeping the melodic line and transforming the 
other elements. In works of the sonata form, the anomalous notation is concentrated 
only on the development. I have provided examples of these. 
According to these characters and his anomalous notations, I conclude that 
Schumann established his original musical language through the following three 
periods; "the awakening of interest", "the experimental" and "the mastery". 
 
This study enabled the use of various approaches for performance with its analysis, 
classification and chronological consideration of anomalous notation. It makes 
performance expression widen and deepen to reconsider the piece after grouping 
analysis. We can place anomalous notation in wider perspective and understand 
musical structure clearer using a five type classification. Furthermore, “coexistence of 
multiple pivots”, which is the principle of anomalous notation and has a strong 
relationship with Schumann’s two-facedness, can be a means to realize two-facedness in 
performance. Thus, it may give various kinds of expressions to use Schumann’s 
anomalous notation as a new means of interpretation. 
These analyses and classification methods are effective means for any performer and 
learner. In addition, the analysis of anomalous notation may also be applicable to works 
of other styles of performance or piano solo works after 1840. In future work I will 
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reveal aspects of the development of anomalous notation from the works in this study. 
 
 
